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ABSTRACT                                                     

Clandestine proliferation of diseases amongst favorable inhabitants, propagation speed and 

surreptitious properties may potentiate a disease to emerge as pandemic such as COVID-19, which 

due to high contig-stimulus and furtiveness; emulated as contagion and risked immortality of 

mankind. In view of COVID-19 lethal disperse and to explore probable breakthroughs for 

inhibiting disease intensification; NVIVO based text-mining performed on recent 500 studies 

depositing on COVID-19. It is found that sculpting of COVID-19 populous propagation may help 

to discover, devastate and personification of COVID-19 transmogrify using precision technologies 

such as smart phones, smartwatches, radio technologies, socialite topography, GPS and GIS based 

applications which are designed for populace welfare, individualized health, support and 

socialization. 

BACKGROUND                                                                                                                              

In December 2019, Wuhan, china; witnessed dubious cases of mysterious respiratory illness, 

disease with transmogrifying properties found imperceptibly infecting publics and latterly 

discovered as COVID-19. With high propagation velocity, only between December 2019 and 

March 2020, COVID-19 infected various countries and territories; and declared as global 

pandemic ‘a greater threat’ to mankind, and still chillingly infecting manhood with its petrifying 

properties [8,11].  To overwhelm COVID-19 propagation, contagiousness and eruption, scientific 

community recommended social distancing and populous isolation.  Hence, public transitioning, 

socialization, outdoor activities, and travelling has been forsaken including postponement of air 

operations, leverage of geographical areas and national borders. Regarding safety from COVID-

19, WHO published possible preventive measures by aiming to preclude COVID-19 spread [9]. 

With the aiming of early detection of infested individuals and to disrupt COVID-19 infection 

chain; thermal scanners, thermal imaging drones and handheld screening devices have been 

deployed in mass transit to detect individualized intensify body temperature and feverishness for 

the conclusion of possible COVID-19 infection. Despite various preemptive measures and safety 

arrangements, with its transmogrifying properties COVID-19 has become global pandemic. It may 

be critical to discover COVID-19 transmogrify and socialistic propagation model to thwart 

infection spread and replication, by synchronal traceability of infection spread with the help of 

precision techniques and technologies such as smart devices, societal topography and radiography 

[7,13,14]. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Recent studies pertaining COVID-19 were collected to analyze possibly discovered characteristics, 

symptoms, treatment, and probability of pandemic propagation crevice. For this purpose, data from 

500 recent research papers depositing COVID-19 studies were used to analyze in-depth 

information; for this purpose NVIVO 12 software was used which is suitable to work with 

extensive text-based information, capable for text-mining and provides data insights; NVIVO 12 

software provisions in-depth analysis by transforming and visualizing data to develop concepts 

and discover new ways to investigate. To attain objectives, hence word cloud and hierarchy cluster 

dendrogram was established [12]. 

RESULTS 

Word cloud in figure1 representing studies congregating contemporary analysis showing possible 

observations which were conducted on clinical and hospitalized cases of COVID-19; alas, 

populous virus propagation traceability data could not be seen. In figure1, text-mining results 

indicating clinical observations of COVID-19 which can be reckon such as “acute respiratory and 

pneumonic, syndrome, fever, flue”, potential of virus to propagate through public contacting, 

epidemic properties of COVID-19, recommendations of social distancing and discussions on 

medicines such as chloroquine. It can be revealed that nearly all studies may have been conducted 

on known or hospitalized clinical cases whereas fewer data were found supporting “contact 

history”, whilst socialistic propagation dynamics of COVID-19, its modeling, and smart 

traceability in real-time found unheeded. 

 

 
Figure 1: Word cloud based on recent 500 research papers of COVID-19 

To explore discovered data patterns; Pearson coefficient used to develop dendrogram of hierarchal 

clustering represented in figure2, such type of diagrams is widely used in data mining, machine 
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learning and image pattern recognition. Labeled clades of dendrogram in figure2 are showing 

different discovered patterns of known information for COVID-19 which can be summarized such 

as “data of transmission cases with days, time”, “data of health and care followed by clinical, 

patients and infection”, “data of disease properties such as pneumonia, novel coronavirus, and 

outbreak started in 2019 from Wuhan, China known as COVID”, “discovered genealogy of SARS 

virus, respiratory, severe, syndrome, acute” and “treatment based on clinical symptoms” it can also 

be seen that discovered clades of dendrogram are terminating toward data and, protein for the 

possible exploration of COVID-19 anatomy. Text-mining results are showing that most of the data 

is available related to medical trails of patients with possible health record and trivial contact 

history; whilst, COVID-19 populace propagation traceability data subconsciously is not available. 

 

Figure 2: Dendrogram of discovered COVID-19 data groups. 
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Similar observations were expressed by [7,14] that scientific community is investigating to 

evaluate characteristics of COVID-19, whilst populous replication gimmick of COVID-19 

infection and propagation model is not much known which may need to be discovered. 

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION 

Results are showing that there may be very few studies supporting real-time traceability of 

infection propagation in public and its measurability, which is indispensable to uncover virus 

proliferation model to torpedo COVID-19 transmogrify by analyzing and tracking virus 

propagation statistics in denizens. Studies has shown that infected people mostly, remain veiled 

on early stages, may fortuitously and misguidedly spread infection, and manifest 

latterly; consequently obscure propagation of COVID-19 infection may 

instigate cognate synchronal surveillance and hasty traceability of sociability, populace 

healthiness and conditioned-stimulus to depict and predict socialistic propagation model of 

COVID-19 [2,7,13,14]. Results in figure1 are showing symptoms of COVID-19 such as flue, vice 

change and aching throat, breathing difficulties, rise in temperature, arrhythmia, and laziness 

which may be recorded by in hand technologies at embarking of COVID-19 [6,8]. In view of 

various advancements, cellular systems are one of the most adopted technologies in the history of 

mankind; cellular phones now a days are more than a calling device,  these are equipped with smart 

sensors, high speed internet services, GPS, fitness and health tracking facilities, socialization and 

various auxiliary features. Globally, there are lager number of cellular connections presented 

which are 121% of the world population and showing potential existence and usability for the large 

number of cellular services. In the light of various cellular services; smart devices such as cellular 

phones and smart wristwatches may help to improve health and daily life events by 

recording health conditions and activities such as, heart rhythm, stress rate, oxygen saturation, 

respiratory status, body temperature, along with SOS emergency calling and rescue location 

tracking [4,5,10,11]. These smart devices may record possible COVID-19 symptoms and populace 

conditioned-stimulus data for the traceability of COVID-19 propagation, detection of spread 

pattern, formation of disease modeling and establishment of the COVID-19 surveillance 

[2,7,10,11,13,14]. Likewise, social networks have been designed for the socialization and welfare 

of mankind; hence social networks modeling algorithms, buddy discovery patterns and tracing 

replica strategies may help to discover socialistic propagation facsimilia and the preemption from 

the proliferation of COVID-19 [3]. Likewise, GPS based emergency location tracing services, 

may help to distinguish populous footprints and beckoning of individualized based infection 

traceability, infested location or locality and may further help to develop calculation of  populace 

infection spread rates and development of epidemic surveillance [13,14]. Furthermore, radio 

technologies such as radio frequency identification, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth can play vigorous role 

toward smart traceability, smart social distancing, proximity crowd analysis and smart isolation 

techniques [1,17,18]. Based on IoT dependence instantaneously autonomous data collection and 

using big data techniques, data mining and deep machine learning may help in foreseeing and 

revealing COVID-19 transmogrify and characterization [13, 14]. 
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